Abstract. The computation of power spectra, cross spectra, coherence, and bispectra of various types of geophysical raildom processes is part of the established routine. Since it is routine, some of the standard procedures need to be examined rather carefully to be certain that the assumptions behind the procedures are applicable to the data on hand. The basic criteria for a particular method are its resolution bandwidth, its variance, and its bias. In this paper several basic power-spectrum estimation procedures are reviewed and their statistical and mathematical pro.perties are discussed. The direct use of the discrete Fourier transform for various spectrum calculations is discussed in detail, and its properties are compared with the standard proced.ure that uses the cosine transform of the estimated correlation function.
A typical finite data sample is shown in Figure 1 . Notice thai, the diurnal component of atmospheric pressure fluctuation is exf, remely strong. To. study shorter sections of data, i.e. to compare power spectra at differenf, times of the day, the effect of the diurnal must be eliminated. For short records the diurnal effect is seen as a slowly varying mean. High-pass filters can be used to reduce the low-frequency components; however, sharp cutoffs require lengthy convolution calculations. Another method is to fit a suitable low-frequency function to the data and then subtract this function from the data. For example, we could fit a sine function to the data sample and determine the frequency, amplitude, and phase of f, he diurnal component. Over shorter samples we could choose to fit firstor second-degree polynomials. The Fourier transformation is also a least-squares fit to the data, however, and it is aparent thai, we can discard the low-frequency components and keep the high-frequency components. One calculation then serves both to filter and to analyze the data.
Attractive as the direct transform method is, we musf, consider very carefully its variance and resolution bandwidth. If we were to make a direct transformation of the whole data sample, the resolution would be very high but the variances of the Fourier components would also be large.
For a given sample of data, the variances of the estimates are generally large when the resolution is high (or the bandwidth is narrow). The trick is to find a procedure that permits us to average a number of independenf, estimates of the spectrum component and thus to reduce the variance of the estimate. It is important to remember thai, the averaging procedure must be chosen to match the physical processes (i.e., we cannot improve our estimate of apples by averaging crab apples, peaches, and apples).
The method of spectrum smoothing (Hanning) has been widely used and is applicable to many physical processes. Assume, for example., that we are measuring the pressure fluctuations from a great many independent sources and that each of the sources produces signals thai, have broad spectrums. The situation is sketched in Figure 2 . The geophysical purpose of the spectrum analysis is to attempf, to 'relate sections of f, he observed spectrum at the receiver to the different There are alternatives to simple spectrum smoothing, and we shall examine one method rather carefully. Its suitability will be determined on the basis of leakage, large sample variance of the estimate, and bias.
STATISTICAL PROPERTIES
The statistical properties of the direct Fourier transform method for estimating the spectrum of a random process will be discussed and compared with the properties of the Blackman-Tukey procedure. We will not discuss the wellknown sampling problem of a signal but will simply assume that the sampling interval is sufficiently small so that the spectrum of the sampled signal is not In order l;o compare l;he leakage bias l;hal; resull;s in l;he use of l;he B laekmanTukey mel;hod (wil;h and wit;houl; Hanning) wi[h t;he bias l;hal; resulLs in l;he use of l;he periodogram method when l;he dal;a have a subsl;anl;ial nonsl;al;ionary mean, l;he nonrandom parl; of {Yt} was eompul;ed for n = 512, m =. 128 (64 lags), and r = 8 (pieces). A linear l;rend, mt= 7t, was used wil;h 7 = 2/n, and t;he frequencies sleel;ed were /'• = 8.25/512 Hz plus /'e = 16.5/512 Hz. The periodic eomponen• were chosen [o be real sine funel;ions, and l;he amplil;udes a, used were X/0.5 for bot;h frequencies. As an all;ernal;e ease, l;he linear l;rend alone was used as l;he inpul; for bol;h procedures. The eonl;ribul;ion l;o l;he power 'esl;imal;e' of each of l;he sine funel;ions was m/4 -16 al; l;he posil;ive frequencies/'.x and Wil;h l;he periodogram mel;hods 4•he bias of l;he power 'esl;imat;e' al; l;he il;h band is nol; simply l;he square of l;he absolul;e value of l;he t;ransform of l;he l;rend (wil;h l;he mean subl;rael;ed). There is an addil;ional bias, which is t;he sum of l;he products of l;he real and imaginary parts of l;he l;ransform of l;he sinusoidal 
